#1 WMAQ reporter
#2 Construction (into Schaefer)
#3 Inner Harbor; fire dept.
#4 Add #3 (inner harbor)
#5 Unknown Children
#6 WMAQ reporter
#7 Unknown woman
#8 Add #3 (firedept.; P. City)
#9 Add #1
#10 Art exhibit
#11 WMAQ reporter on "The Magic Show"
#12 Unknown Man
#13 Exhibit "Making Medical History"
#14 Add #1 (actute show)
#15 Text
#16 Unknown Man fat
#17 Add #1
#18 Closed bridge (Shannon St.?)
#19 Construction
#20 Derailed train?
#21 Add #2
#22 Accident
#23 Unknown Woman
#24 Unknown people; decent house; unknown woman; dare show
#25 Unknown Woman green

COMMENTS:
7/11/79

26. Francis Burch
27. Vacant houses
28. Unknown men
29. Fire
30. Accident
31. Unknown man, ejected
32. Unknown women
33. Unknown man, fell
34. Cornfield
35. Del.del show
36. Addl. #22, #23
37. Unknown man, red
38. Addl. #26
39. Addl. #28
40. Cnr. Col/struck
41. Addl. #34
42. Mimi DiPietro